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4 Township Perspective

Dear Association Members:

I think we all can agree that the influx of cooler 
temperatures indicating seasonal changes and the 
beginning of the fall colors are signs of relaxation 
and a hint that the holidays and the annual Janu-

ary reset is right around the corner.
This time of year, I promote the opportunity for 

townships to sit down and evaluate the three cycles of 
planning: where you were, where you are, and where 
you want to be. With this review you can begin the new 
year in January with a clear focus of what you intend to 
complete and achieve during the year ahead. The work 
we all do as well as our day-to-day operation is differ-
ent. The return to “how it was” remains unpredictable. 
The focus is and needs to be on adapting to making our 
work the best it can be.

A new reset, beginning, or return to normal is some-
thing that we could all use as we are still dealing with 
the pandemic, raging fires in the West, and flooding 

in the Northeast. All these events are a strain on local 
government. I comment often that it is an up close and 
personal civics lesson. Most importantly it shows how 
important Township Government can be in responding, 
managing, and assisting where needed in the commu-
nity. Township Governments in the United States are all 
involved in the process of addressing local involvement 
in response and aid efforts to all these obstacles our 
communities are experiencing. Our form of govern-
ment is both rural and urban and the balance toward 
efficiency is well orchestrated.

I wanted to share a current list of the states that 
operate under the township form of government. Town-
ship Government is unique to the Midwest and north-
eastern parts the county. The following chart is a listing 
of the 20 states in the United States that currently oper-
ate under the Township Form of Government. They 
are all unique and offer a wide array of services to their 
township residents.

TOI CONTINUES TO WORK with our national 
group to achieve success in federal funding for 
Township government in the wake of the COVID-
19 Pandemic. We have been working with other 
Township Government states to make sure that local 
governments receive funding that is needed.

Featuring Alkota Cleaning Systems
For Your Information

We Work on ALL American Made
Pressure Washers

We can service any of the following units:

Facts About M&M Pump, Inc.
1) We carry a complete line of replacement parts.
2) We can convert or rebuild units to fit your needs.
3)  We have a large variety of reconditioned units with 

warranty in stock.
4)  We have special discounts for State, County, City, 

Townships, and Municipalities.

M&M PUMP CO.
1-800-237-1379
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